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INTRODUCTION

On January 1, 2015 two California laws took effect. Proposition 2 (hereinafter “Prop 2”) was a 2008 voter initiative that required cages for veal calves, pregnant sows, and egg-laying hens be large enough for the animals to lie down, stand up, fully extend their limbs and turn around freely.1 California Assembly Bill 1437 (hereinafter “AB 1437”), enacted in the wake of the successful Prop 2 vote, bans the in-state sale of eggs for human consumption that are not produced under conditions required by Prop 2.2 Accordingly, the California market is now closed to any egg seller, within or outside California, who does not house its egg-laying hens in cages that meet the standard adopted by California voters.

Before taking effect, these laws were challenged on multiple fronts and on various legal grounds. For example, Prop 2 survived a challenge that it was unconstitutionally vague when an egg producer complained that the law does not expressly mandate a cage size.3 This paper analyzes a challenge by officials in several egg-producing states (so far unsuccessful, but pending appeal) that AB 1437 violates the Commerce Power in the United States Constitution.4 Part I of the paper briefly explains the concerns about animal welfare and food safety in large-scale agricultural operations. These concerns were the backdrop for the successful Prop 2 vote in California. Part I also discusses the legislative history of AB 1437 for eggs. Part II of the paper analyzes the unusual step by state officials in egg-producing states (rather than egg producers themselves) to challenge the alleged undue burdens on interstate commerce caused by the California laws. Part III compares and contrasts the alleged burdens in AB 1437 with commerce power precedent cases to determine the strength of the constitutional challenge. Part IV explains the alleged federal preemption of California’s law by federal egg safety mandates.
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Commencing January 1, 2015, a shelled egg may not be sold or contracted for sale for human consumption in California if it is the product of an egg-laying hen that was confined on a farm or place that is not in compliance with animal care standards set forth in Chapter 13.8 (commencing with Section 25990).

3 Cramer v. Harris, No. 12-56861 (9th Cir. 2015)(unpublished opinion), available at http://cdn.ca9.uscourts.gov/datastore/memoranda/2015/02/04/12-56861.pdf. The court concluded that a reasonable person could comply with the law’s requirement based on objective criteria such as animal wingspans and turning radii. Id. at 3. Now that the law is in effect, the California Department of Agriculture has adopted regulations that quantify the Prop 2 mandates. 3 CCR § 1350 (d) (2015). For nine or more egg-laying hens, a cage must provide 116 square inches of floor space per bird. For one bird, the minimum floor space is 322 square inches. 3 CCR § 1350(d)(1) (2015). Birds must have access to food and water without restriction. 3 CCR § 1350(d)(2) (2015).

The paper concludes with recommendations to protect states’ rights to restrict the sale of food products that do not conform to the expectation of in-state consumers.

I. Animal Welfare, Food Safety and the California laws

As one commentator put it, “[p]erhaps the most devastating feature of the industrial system, in terms of food safety, is the concentrated animal feeding operation.” The close proximity of huge numbers of food animals can lead to disease in the livestock and food borne illnesses when pathogens in feces are transferred from hoofs and hides to food production machinery, water, workers and tools. Further, water run-off from these dense animal operations can contaminate nearby fresh produce fields with pathogens such as e-coli. In addition to the food safety concerns stemming from animals raised in tight confines are the issues of inhumane conditions for the animals. This modern industrialized farming environment is the context in which California voters overwhelmingly passed Prop 2 to improve conditions for a few confined animals.

A. Prop 2 and its genesis

Californians for Humane Farms (CHF) was the non-profit ballot committee established to sponsor California’s Prop. 2. CHF was formed and supported by the Humane Society of the United States (HSUS), Farm Sanctuary, and others. Earlier in 2008, HSUS had released a

---


9 California Voters Pass Ballot Measure to Eliminate Battery-Style Cages for Egg-Laying Hens By a 26% Margin; Small Cages to be Eliminated in 2015, FRESH AND EASY BUZZ (Nov. 5, 2008, 6:15 pm), http://freshneasybuzz.blogspot.com/2008/11/california-voters-pass-ballot-measure.html. The blog explains that only egg production would significantly change as a result of Prop. 2, because few veal calves were being raised in California and most pig producers already had moved away from small crates for sows. Id.


11 Farm Sanctuary is a New York-based non-profit founded to “combat the abuses of factory farming and encourage a new awareness and understanding about farm animals.” Farm Sanctuary, About Us,
video of unsafe and inhumane conditions in a Chino, California beef production facility that prompted the largest beef recall in U.S. history. Also in 2008, Mercy for Animals released undercover videos of abuses by two large California egg producers. Accordingly, California voters and food consumers were primed for the Prop 2 initiative with recent, horrific images of animal abuse in concentrated farm animal operations.

The campaign mostly emphasized the inhumane treatment of the animals. For example, the official Legislative Analysis for the ballot initiative focused only on the treatment of farm animals and makes no mention of the food safety issues associated with concentrated confines. In addition to preventing cruelty to animals, however, the official Arguments from the supporters offered these justifications for passage: (1) improving health and food safety; (2) supporting family farmers; and (3) protecting air, water and safeguarding the environment. The food safety discussion referenced the recent Chino beef recall specifically. Regarding egg safety, research indicates a potential for increased salmonella in the digestive system of hens in stressful laying conditions. This laying environment allegedly increases the potential that the pathogen would be passed through those hens’ eggs, posing an increase risk for salmonella exposure for consumers. The environmental protection argument focused on the groundwater runoff from


12 Californians for Humane Farms v. Schafer, 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 74861, 1-2 (N.D. Ca. 2008). This successful injunction action blocked the national Egg Board from campaigning against Prop. 2 using “check off” funds collected from a mandatory assessment on all egg producers. Id. at 4-5. For more about the check off funds for agricultural marketing and education, see generally Rita Cain, Uncle Sam Wants You – To Eat Beef? 11 DRAKE J. AGRIC. L. 165 (2006).


16 California General Election, Tuesday November 4, 2008, Official Voter Information Guide, Arguments in Favor of Prop 2, http://www.voterguide.sos.ca.gov/past/2008/general/argu-rebut/argu-rebut2.htm (last visited Mar. 7, 2015). Although this is the official voter guide, the page explains that arguments presented are the opinions of the authors, Wayne Pacelle, President, The Humane Society of the United States, Kate Hurley, D.V.M., M.P.V.M., Clinical Professor, School of Veterinary Medicine, University of California, Davis and Andrew Kimbrell, Executive Director, Center for Food Safety, not any state official or agency.

17 Id.

factory farms that contaminate groundwater and soil.\textsuperscript{20} Thus, the justifications for the initiative included multiple public interests, although the voter appeal focused on animal welfare.

The major argument against the initiative was a health safety claim that outdoor access for poultry could expose them to wild migratory birds that carry avian flu.\textsuperscript{21} The opponents also pointed out that no case of salmonella had been linked to a California-produced egg in more than a decade because “modern housing systems” (the battery cages that Prop 2 bans) keep hens from laying eggs in their own waste, which otherwise can expose the eggs to pathogens.\textsuperscript{22}

The rebuttal hardly addressed the inhumane treatment issue, except to say that the initiative was misleading when it fails to differentiate treatment from housing.\textsuperscript{23} In other words, in any housing environment a person can inhumanely handle an animal. This rebuttal argument ignored the point, however, that many (including 63\% of Prop 2 voters, apparently) consider the cramped housing itself to be inhumane.

Finally, one argument against passage emphasized economic harm to the egg farming community and to consumers from the increased cost of egg production if the industry were forced to change from concentrated confinement. The opponents estimated that the initiative would cost thousands of jobs and $600 million in local and state economic activity because “California eggs will be MORE EXPENSIVE.”\textsuperscript{24} After Prop 2 passed, this economic concern, in part, prompted California legislators to pass AB1437.

\textbf{B. AB 1437}

The Legislative Digest for AB 1437 explains that this California law, as prompted by Prop 2, specifies “farm animal treatment standards.”\textsuperscript{25} Regardless of the prevailing animal welfare sentiment that motivated Prop 2, the stated justifications for AB 1437 are all about food safety, including the food safety implications of animal stress in close confines:

The Legislature finds and declares all of the following:

(a) According to the Pew Commission on Industrial Farm Production, food animals that are treated well and provided with at least minimum accommodation of their natural

\textsuperscript{20} Id.

\textsuperscript{21} California General Election, Tuesday November 4, 2008, Official Voter Information Guide, Arguments Against Prop 2, \url{http://www.voterguide.sos.ca.gov/past/2008/general/argu-rebut/argu-rebutt2.htm} (last visited Mar. 7, 2015). Again, these arguments are not espoused by any government agency or official, but by Craig Reed, DVM, Former Deputy Administrator, Food Safety and Inspection Service, United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), Tim E. Carpenter, Ph.D., Professor of Epidemiology Department of Medicine and Epidemiology, School of Veterinary Medicine, UC Davis and Patricia Blanchard, DVM, Ph.D., Branch Chief University of California Animal Health and Food Safety Laboratory System.

\textsuperscript{22} Id.

\textsuperscript{23} Id.

\textsuperscript{24} Id. (emphasis in original).

\textsuperscript{25} ASSEMBLY BILL 1437 (2010), available at \url{http://leginfo.ca.gov/pub/09-10/bill/asm/ab_1401-1450/ab_1437_bill_20100706_chaptered.html}. 4
behaviors and physical needs are healthier and safer for human consumption.

(b) A key finding from the World Health Organization and Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations Salmonella Risk Assessment was that reducing flock prevalence results in a directly proportional reduction in human health risk.

(c) Egg-laying hens subjected to stress are more likely to have higher levels of pathogens in their intestines and the conditions increase the likelihood that consumers will be exposed to higher levels of food-borne pathogens.

(d) Salmonella is the most commonly diagnosed food-borne illness in the United States.

(e) It is the intent of the Legislature to protect California consumers from the deleterious, health, safety, and welfare effects of the sale and consumption of eggs derived from egg-laying hens that are exposed to significant stress and may result in increased exposure to disease pathogens including salmonella.26

Thus, AB 1437 appears to be a measure to protect the health of California egg consumers. Further, in his signing statement for the law, Governor Schwarzenegger cited the public’s overwhelming approval of the humane treatment requirements in Prop 2.27 In other words, AB 1437 also protects the will of California citizens about how egg-laying hens should be treated, as reflected by the super-majority vote for Prop 2. If a vendor of eggs does not conform to California voters’ expectation of humane hen treatment, that vendor is not allowed access to the California market.

Despite these seemingly valid local health, safety and public policy interests, there is evidence that AB 1437 was also motivated by economic protectionism for California egg producers that would be under the constraints of Prop 2, unlike the vast majority of their out-of-state competitors.28 In an analysis of the bill for the Assembly Committee on Appropriations, Analyst Julie Salley-Gray comments, “The intent of this legislation is to level the playing field so that in-state producers are not disadvantaged.”29 Although the analysis goes on to state that,

26 Id.


28 In 2008, Arizona and Oregon banned close confined housing for veal calves and Arizona for pregnant sows. Nevertheless, no state had a similar ban to Prop 2 for egg laying hens in 2008. Accordingly, 90% of eggs produced in the U.S. use battery cages for the hens to this day. Lorelei Laird, California’s Ban on Standard-Caged Birds Poses a Chicken-Egg Problem, ABA J. (June 1, 2014), http://www.abajournal.com/magazine/article/californias_ban_on_standard-caged_birds_poses_a_chicken-egg_problem.

29 Assembly Committee on Appropriations, AB 1437 (May 13, 2009). According to one estimate, Prop 2 would raise the cost of egg production by $0.01 per egg. California General Election, Tuesday November 4, 2008, Official Voter Information Guide, Rebuttal to Argument Against Proposition 2,
“Californians have a history of establishing basic animal welfare standards for the products they consume,” the ‘level playing field’ comment suggests economic protectionism. Similarly, in its analysis of the legal impact of the bill, California Department of Food and Agriculture recommended the law to “ensure a level playing field for California’s shell egg producers by requiring out of state producers to comply with the state’s animal care standards.”

Thus, AB 1437 raises the question whether a state legislature is entitled to restrict access to the state market for out-of-state producers who do not otherwise establish basic animal welfare standards that the state citizenry expects. Or, does such a limitation on out-of-state access to the in-state market smack of unconstitutional discriminatory protectionism? The litigation by out-of-state officials in dominant egg-producing states sought to answer that question.

II. The States’ Litigation – Parens Patriae

In Missouri v. Harris, the states of Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Alabama and Kentucky challenge AB1437 on behalf of egg producers and consumers in their states. Unlike the political campaign against Prop 2 and the legal challenge to it when it passed, no egg producer or industry association raised a legal challenge to California’s AB1437. The six states, through their governors or attorneys general, claim standing to sue as “parens patriae because they have quasi-sovereign interests in protecting [their] citizens’ economic health and constitutional rights as well as preserving [their] own rightful status within the federal system.”

30 Id.

32 Supra note 4.
33 See supra note 21.
34 See supra note 3.
36 Missouri v. Harris, First Amended Complaint No: 2:14-CV-00341-KJM-KJN 4-7 (Mar. 5 2014) (hereinafter First Amended Complaint). Iowa’s Governor, Terry E. Branstad, claims parens patriae “because Iowa has quasi-
This section will discuss these interests and how case precedents treat the rights of states to stand for them in court.

To maintain a *parens patriae* action, “the State must articulate an interest apart from the interests of particular private parties, i.e., the State must be more than a nominal party.”\(^{37}\) The states challenging AB1437 would be nominal parties if they were only challenging the law to protect the competitive interests of their in-state egg producers and the rights of those producers to access the California market unhindered. But *Snapp* held that states can maintain *parens patriae* actions when they assert injury to a “quasi-sovereign” interest, consisting of “a set of interests that the State has in the well-being of its populace.”\(^{38}\) The states challenging AB1437 assert such quasi-sovereign interests in the price of eggs for all their consuming citizens. If egg producers everywhere are obliged to comply with California standards, the price of eggs will rise everywhere.\(^{39}\)

In *Snapp*, Puerto Rico challenged Virginia apple producers for their non-compliance with federal immigration laws, “by failing to provide employment for qualified Puerto Rican migrant farm-workers, by subjecting those Puerto Rican workers that were employed to working conditions more burdensome than those established for temporary foreign workers, and by improperly terminating employment of Puerto Rican workers.”\(^{40}\) In *Snapp*, the Court accepted that Puerto Rico was concerned with unemployment rates and working conditions for its citizens. Accordingly, Puerto Rico was able to elevate the alleged discrimination by out-of-state private employers into a quasi-sovereign interest in the economy and welfare of Puerto Ricans. This was true even though there were only 787 Virginia jobs at stake in the complained-of action,\(^{41}\) arguably not enough to impact the Territory’s economy.

Presumably, the economic impact of the AB1437 compliance on the overall economies of the various egg-producing states in *Harris* is as significant, if not more, than 787 Virginia apple jobs were to Puerto Rico in *Snapp*. Nevertheless, quoting *Snapp*, the California federal district court was not convinced. First, the states’ economic interest in consumer egg prices was a double-edged sword. At the same time the states argued that AB1437 compliance would raise egg prices for all consumers, they also asserted that the price of eggs would plummet if their in-state producers forego California sales by not complying with the California cage mandates. In that latter case, the eggs that usually would supply California would flood the markets in the rest of the states, causing prices to drop.\(^{42}\) At best then, the states’ concerns for consumers in the wake of AB 1437 was speculative because prices could go up with compliance, but down from non-

sovereign interests in regulating agricultural activity within its own borders and preserving Iowa’s rightful status within the federal system, as the United States Constitution guarantees.” *Id.* at 8. *Parens Patriae* is translated “parent of the fatherland” or “parent of the country” hence the usage when a government official sues on behalf of his or her citizenry or governmental entity.


\(^{38}\) *Id.* at 601-02.

\(^{39}\) First Amended Complaint at 19-20, 23.

\(^{40}\) *Snapp*, 458 U.S. at 598.

\(^{41}\) *Snapp*, 458 U.S. at 609.

\(^{42}\) First Amended Complaint at 20.
compliance. 43 Accordingly, the states had not asserted an injury in fact. “[P]laintiffs fail to set forth any allegations that support a finding they are bringing this action to protect their citizens’ economic health or the well-being of each state’s populace.” 44 In the case of plummeting egg prices, “[r]ather, the allegations throughout the first amended complaint specifically focus on the impact of AB 1437 on plaintiffs’ egg farmers.” 45

One argument from Snapp, that the states did not raise, could have bolstered their parens patriae claim. Justice Brennan’s concurring opinion in Snapp argued that states should have the prerogative to pursue diversity cases in district courts similar to private plaintiffs. In other words, any constraints on parens patriae claims should only apply to the Supreme Court’s original jurisdiction when the Court actually tries cases by one state against another. 46 The Snapp majority admitted that different considerations might apply between original actions and district court suits. 47 The plaintiff states could have asserted that such a distinction should apply in Harris and their complaints against AB 1437 should not differ from any private party who objected on Commerce Power grounds.

The states may have missed several other opportunities to bolster their case and distinguish their sovereign interests from those of egg producers affected by AB 1437. First, if the states purchase eggs themselves, such as through state hospitals or school lunch programs, the states would have a direct injury if AB 1437 curtailed the supply of eggs to the state. This was the basis for a successful challenge by Ohio and Pennsylvania against West Virginia over its law that required West Virginia producers of natural gas to meet all in-state demand before supplying interstate customers. 48 The Court noted that, “each state uses large amounts of the gas in [her] several institutions and schools—the greater part in the discharge of duties which are relatively imperative.” 49 West Virginia’s law directly impinged on the supply of gas to Pennsylvania and Ohio, giving rise to their Commerce Power claims. The Court explained that both Pennsylvania and Ohio could sue to protect a twofold interest—

one as a proprietor of various public institutions and schools whose supply of gas will be largely curtailed or cut off by the threatened interference with the interstate current, and the other as the representative of the consuming public whose supply will be similarly affected. 50

Both interests were deemed substantial and both were threatened with serious injury. 51

43 Order at 15.
44 Id. at 16, citing Snapp, 458 U.S. at 602.
45 Id.
47 Snapp, 458 U.S. 603 n. 12.
49 Id. at 592.
50 Id. at 591.
51 Id.
Potentially, if the federal district court in California had comparable joint threats presented to it, the general economic harm to the consuming public might have seemed less speculative. If the states had alleged increased budgetary expenses for their state hospitals and schools to keep buying eggs, they would have been more on par with Pennsylvania and Ohio’s protected interest. On the other hand, the loss of supply of one food source (eggs) in *Harris* might not rise to the level of seriousness threatened in *Pennsylvania v. West Virginia* where the natural gas was used for winter heating.

Alternatively, in states that tax food purchases, the impact of AB 1437 could have a direct effect on tax revenues if egg sales fell due to decreased supply and rising prices. This loss of sales tax revenue would be analogous to Wyoming’s direct Commerce Power claim in *Wyoming v. Oklahoma*. Wyoming claimed lost coal extraction taxes when Oklahoma required its coal-powered electric utilities to purchase at least 10% of its coal from in-state producers. While the Oklahoma law directly curtailed out-of-state purchases, which AB 1437 does not, Wyoming’s claim was not linked to its own lost sales of coal, but to the lost tax revenue from others’ in-state purchases. Accordingly, any direct tax revenue losses from lost sales of in-state product based on application of the out-of-state law could be analogous.

Both these claims of direct harm to the states from loss of supply would have required the states to forgo their argument that new egg supplies, previously going to California, would flood the market and depress prices. It was that competing complaint of dwindling versus excessive supply that caused the district court to deem that the states’ claims were speculative, not injuries in fact. Accordingly, the states might have been better to omit the argument that AB 1437 was going to result in a glut of supply and focus on the direct and indirect harms from loss of supply.

Finally, a recent federal district court decision in Minnesota suggests a different result in *Harris* may have been possible without any alternative presentation of the claims by the states. In *North Dakota v. Heydinger*, Minnesota’s Next Generation Energy Act (NGEA) established energy and environmental standards related to carbon dioxide emissions. The law prohibited importation of power from outside the state that would contribute to power sector carbon dioxide

---


54 *Id.* at 443-45.

55 California grocers, restaurants and other distributors of eggs are constrained from buying out-of-state eggs if they are non-compliant with AB 1437. These lost sales by commercial distributors usually would not result in a loss of state sales taxes in the originating state, however, because they would be exempt from sales tax, which typically is only charged at retail to the end user at the point of sale, not in the chain of distribution and not by the state of origin. *See generally, Sales Tax Exemptions Exist in Every State*, BUSINESS OWNER’S TOOLKIT (May 24, 2012), [www.bizfilings.com/toolkit/sbg/tax-info/sales-taxes/some-transactions-exempt-from-sales-tax.aspx](http://www.bizfilings.com/toolkit/sbg/tax-info/sales-taxes/some-transactions-exempt-from-sales-tax.aspx).


57 Ch. 136, art. 5, § 3. Minn. Stat. § 216H.03, subd. 3(2007).
emissions contrary to NGEA. Thus, like AB 1437 for egg sales into California, the in-state standard on emissions would dictate the terms of Minnesota contracts and delivery of power from out of state. Buyers could be exempt from the out-of-state purchase restrictions if they could show offsetting carbon dioxide reduction projects. Plaintiffs included the State of North Dakota, along with the Industrial Commission of North Dakota, the Basin Electric Power Cooperative, the North American Coal Corporation, and others.

As in Missouri v. Harris, Defendants in North Dakota v. Heydinger argued that Plaintiffs did not have standing because they had not suffered an injury-in-fact. On the contrary, the court found that, “plaintiffs have standing to challenge the constitutionality of a law that has a direct negative effect on their borrowing power, financial strength, and fiscal planning.” Likewise, “an imminent loss of business resulting from a statute’s enforcement constitutes an injury-in-fact.” The court did not differentiate these harms between the various plaintiffs, which included private commercial parties along with the government entities. According to the court, only one plaintiff needs to establish standing, to satisfy subject matter jurisdiction. It is not clear which Heydinger plaintiff had the necessary injury in fact according to the court, the private party or the state actors. What does seem clear, however, if just one egg producer had participated in the Harris case, its projected loss of business and financial strength by complying with AB 1437 could have justified standing and salvaged the case for all the state plaintiffs, at least according to the Minnesota court in Heydinger.

The court’s acceptance of North Dakota’s standing in Heydinger simply may have been a portend of its conclusion that the Minnesota law was unconstitutional under the Commerce Power. If so, could that suggest that the Harris decision to dismiss the egg case on standing actually harkened to a conclusion that AB 1437 would pass constitutional scrutiny anyway? This crucial, substantive issue is discussed next.

III. The Commerce Power Analysis

Congress has the power “[t]o regulate Commerce with foreign Nations, and among the several States . . . .” Though phrased as a grant of regulatory power to Congress, “[t]he Commerce Clause has long been understood to have a ‘negative’ aspect that denies the States the

---

58 Id. at subd. 3 (2) (2007).
59 Id. at subd. 4(a).
60 2014 WL 1612331 at 4.
61 Id. at *21 (quoting Jones v. Gale, 470 F.3d 1261, 1267 (8th Cir. 2006)).
62 Id. Moreover, the court determined it was not necessary that any plaintiff have an actual contract in place to be empowered to sue. Id. at *22.
63 Id. at * 23 n.8. Standing, or lack thereof, addresses the court’s subject matter jurisdiction. Id. at *20 n.6 (quoting S.D. Farm Bureau, Inc. v. Hazeltine, 340 F.3d 583, 591 (8th Cir. 2003)).
64 Id. at *32. The court concluded the Minnesota law violated the extra-territorial prescriptions of the Dormant Commerce Power because it could regulate generation and transmission of power wholly outside Minnesota since the nature of power transmission on a regional grid is “boundary-less.” Id. at *45.
65 U.S. CONST. art. 1, § 8, cl. 3.
power unjustifiably to discriminate against or burden the interstate flow of articles of commerce.” 66 This Negative, or Dormant, Commerce Power is driven by concerns about “economic protectionism—that is, regulatory measures designed to benefit in-state economic interests by burdening out-of-state competitors.” 67 Accordingly, the Commerce Clause has been interpreted to invalidate local laws that “impose commercial barriers or discriminate against an article of commerce by reason of its origin or destination out of State.” 68

The states challenging AB 1437 allege that its mandates impose just such protectionist burdens on out-of-state egg sellers. In order to protect California egg producers from the competitive disadvantage that would come from their Prop 2 compliance, AB 1437 ‘levels the playing field’ by requiring all eggs sold for human consumption in California to originate under conditions that comply with Prop 2. 69

To evaluate challenges under the Dormant Commerce Clause, a court first must determine whether “a state statute directly regulates or discriminates against interstate commerce.” 70 A discriminatory law, typically, is per se invalid if it provides “differential treatment of in-state and out-of-state economic interests that benefits the former and burdens the latter.” 71 Such a law can only survive constitutional scrutiny if it “advances a legitimate local purpose that cannot be adequately served by reasonable nondiscriminatory alternatives.” 72 As will be explained next, AB 1437 is not vulnerable to such a complaint of discriminatory treatment.

A. Discrimination Against Interstate Commerce

Agricultural products have been at issue in some classic Dormant Commerce Power cases. For example, in Dean Milk Co. v. City of Madison, Madison, Wisconsin banned all sales of milk not produced within a five-mile radius of the city center. 73 The lower courts upheld the ordinance as a valid method to promote “convenient, economical, and efficient plant inspection,” 74 an appropriate goal of regulation, according to the Court. 75 Nevertheless, the U.S.

69 First Amended Complaint 3.
74 Id. at 352.
75 Id. at 353.
Supreme Court struck down the law as discriminatory and protectionist of in-locale dairies over outsiders.\textsuperscript{76} The city could insure safety and quality of milk without a ban, by charging producers the cost of sending Madison inspectors to their facilities, for instance, or by relying on the inspection by public health officials in the producers’ jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{77}

By contrast, a complete ban on imported fish bait was upheld in *Maine v. Taylor*.\textsuperscript{78} Maine had an interest in the health of its aquaculture economy.\textsuperscript{79} In particular, Maine’s population of wild fish -- including its own indigenous golden shiners -- would be placed at risk by three types of parasites prevalent in out-of-state baitfish, but not common to wild fish in Maine. Further, nonnative species inadvertently included in shipments of live baitfish could disturb Maine’s aquatic ecology to an unpredictable extent by competing with native fish for food or habitat, by preying on native species, or by disrupting the environment in more subtle ways.\textsuperscript{80}

In larger livestock, such as cattle and horses, this kind of foreign contamination is prevented with testing and temporary quarantines.\textsuperscript{81} But those measures were not possible or realistic with the baitfish because of their small size and large quantities. Inspection for parasites would destroy the product.\textsuperscript{82} Further, no scientifically acceptable standard for statistical sampling had been developed for baitfish, as was available for larger fish like salmon and trout.\textsuperscript{83} A ban was the appropriate option to protect Maine’s local interest in its native fish species and aquatic ecosystems.\textsuperscript{84}

Neither of these examples of direct discrimination of an out-of-state product corresponds to California’s egg mandate. AB 1437 does not target interstate commerce for different treatment to create an advantage for in-state product or producers as in *Dean Milk*. AB 1437’s mandates are imposed on all sales, and contracts for sale of eggs in California, for human consumption in California, regardless of whether the eggs are produced in state or out of state.\textsuperscript{85} All buyers and

\textsuperscript{76} Id. at 354.

\textsuperscript{77} Id. at 355-56.

\textsuperscript{78} 477 U.S. 131 (1986).

\textsuperscript{79} Id. at 141.

\textsuperscript{80} Id.

\textsuperscript{81} See generally, 9 C.F.R §71.1 -.22 (2015) regarding the interstate transportation of animals, including poultry.

\textsuperscript{82} 477 U.S. at 141.

\textsuperscript{83} Id. at 142.

\textsuperscript{84} “Maine has a legitimate interest in guarding against imperfectly understood environmental risks, despite the possibility that they may ultimately prove to be negligible.” Id. at 148.

\textsuperscript{85} See supra note 2. This focus in AB 1437 on in-state purchasers, their subsequent in-state sales and in-state consumption, overcomes any complaint that the law is extra-territorial in its reach, which could also violate the Dormant Commerce Power. Healy v. Beer Inst. Inc., 491 U.S. 324, 336 (1989). An extra-territorial statute directly controls commerce occurring wholly outside the state. While AB 1437 requires egg producers everywhere to
distributors of eggs in California must insure their purchases and sales comply with the law’s crate mandates if they want to sell eggs for human consumption in the state. Thus, the law applies to in-state purchasers and their subsequent in-state sales of eggs for in-state consumption. The law’s implications for producers are identical whether the producer is in state or out-of-state. AB 1437 can overcome a complaint that it is per se invalid because it does not differentiate in its treatment based on place of origin for the product.

A recent Ninth Circuit decision regarding regulation of foie gras sales in California supports the conclusion that AB 1437 does not discriminate against interstate commerce. The California law in question in Canards prohibits the sale of foie gras in California if it has been produced by force-feeding ducks or geese to enlarge their livers. Canadian and other producers claimed the law violated the Negative Commerce Clause by discriminating against their interstate production and sales. The court disagreed because the law applied equally to all in-state sales regardless of where the foie gras was produced.

The challengers in Canards also alleged that California law violated the Negative Commerce Power because it was wholly extra-territorial in its reach and a direct regulation on out-of-state commerce. They asserted that the direct regulation of extra-territorial conduct was apparent in the two-pronged construction of the statute at issue. Section 25981 prohibits force-feeding birds in California to enlarge their livers for increased foie gras production. Additionally, section 25982 prohibits the sale of any force-fed product in the state. This statutory construct in Canards mirrors the interplay between the California Prop 2 voter initiative and AB 1437. Prop 2 prohibits the battery cage housing of egg laying hens in California (as well as close confines for veal calves and swine). AB 1437 is the statutory follow up that prohibits all egg sales in the state that do not comply with Prop 2 mandates. The Canards challengers claimed the two-pronged approach of the foie gras statutory scheme proved that the § 25982 sales ban targeted interstate commerce. They argued that § 25982 was unnecessary to protect

comply or forego California sales, its direct control is only on purchases and sales of eggs in California. See also, Brown-Forman, supra note 70 at 582-84. One commentator contends that the extraterritorial doctrine is dead and unlikely to be revived any time soon. Brannon P., Extraterritoriality and the Dormant Commerce Clause: A Doctrinal Post-Mortem, 73 LA. L. REV. 979, 980(2013). In particular, “it is not impermissible extraterritorial legislation to require out-of-state sellers to comply with state law when vending their products in the regulating state.” Id. at 990. This characterization exactly describes the scope of AB 1437. In Heydinger, supra note 56, the Minnesota court provided an extensive analysis that the extra-territoriality constraint on states under the Dormant Commerce Power is alive and well. 2014 WL 1612331 at 43-47.

87 Id. at 947-49. The Canards challengers also unsuccessfully claimed the foie gras statute was unconstitutionally vague. Id. at 946-47. This is another similarity to the unsuccessful Prop 2 challenges. See supra note 3.
88 Id. at 948.
89 Id. at 949.
90 Id.
92 Id. at § 25982.
93 See supra notes 10 through 31 and accompanying text.
humane duck treatment in California because that was accomplished already in § 25981. Thus, § 25982 targets interstate producers.94

The Ninth Circuit disagreed and said the challengers “misinterpret the interplay” between the two provisions.95 The first provision (like Prop 2) regulates animal treatment behavior in the state. “But for § 25981, a California producer could force feed ducks in California, and then sell foam gras outside of California.”96 Section 25981 (like Prop 2) prohibits that behavior. Accordingly, § 25981 (like Prop 2) “serves an entirely different purpose” than regulating sales of product made by the offending, in-humane methods.97 Those sales are the scope of the second prong of the foam gras statutory scheme (and of AB 1437 for eggs). Accordingly, the Ninth Circuit said the sales ban in §25982 was not directed at out-of-state producers, only at in-state sales of offending product.98 This same analysis should apply to a challenge to AB 1437.

The Dormant Commerce Power prohibits state laws that discriminate in their treatment or their effects.99 The states challenging AB 1437 contend that it was motivated only by an illegitimate interest to protect California egg producers from the price competition they would face if out-of-state producers could continue to access the state market without meeting the stricter demands of Prop 2. In other words, the real effect of the statute is to strip out of state sellers of their competitive advantage to produce at a cheaper price, unfettered by the Prop 2 cage mandates. This contention is supported by references in AB 1437’s legislative history that the law was necessary to “level the playing field” for in state egg producers.100

The “level playing field” argument sounds similar to the successful contention by Washington apple growers in Hunt.101 In that case, a North Carolina law required out of state growers to remove from their packaging any mention of grading standards that applied to the apples, other than the federal standards. Washington had its own grading system for apples, above and beyond the federal grades.102 The Washington growers argued the real effect of the North Carolina law was to deny their competitive advantage to market based on their state’s (allegedly) superior grading standards.

California cannot deny the unfortunate “level playing field” expression of an apparent protectionist motive in AB 1437’s legislative history.103 But in Hunt, “[t]he first, and most

---

94 729 F. 3d at 949.
95 Id.
96 Id.
97 Id.
98 Id. at 949.
100 See supra notes 29 through 31 and accompanying text.
101 Supra note 99.
102 432 U.S. at 336.
103 At least one commentator recommends differentiating between statutory purpose and legislators’ motives in constitutional cases. See Calvin Massey, The Role of Governmental Purpose in Constitutional Judicial Review, 59 S.C. L. REV. 1 (2007). “A statutory purpose - or objective - might be different than the motives of the legislators who enact the statute.” Id. “While the use of actual purpose may be more theoretically justifiable under any level
obvious [effect] is the statute's consequence of raising the costs of doing business in the North Carolina market for Washington apple growers and dealers, while leaving those of their North Carolina counterparts unaffected." Thus, unlike AB 1437, this unconstitutional regulation in *Hunt* was not one that “leveled” the playing field. As the Court noted, the North Carolina law created additional costs for Washington producers to strip indicia of the Washington grading before they could sell in North Carolina. North Carolina’s sellers bore no such cost in that state where no state grading was in effect. In *Hunt*, the unconstitutional “disparate effect results from the fact that North Carolina apple producers, unlike their Washington competitors, were not forced to alter their marketing practices in order to comply with the statute.” As such, the discriminatory effect in *Hunt* is not the result of the market being leveled, but because North Carolina added a burden on outsiders that its own growers did not share. This is not the level playing field California lawmakers described when they sought to make the local burdens of Prop 2 applicable to all egg sellers in California, regardless or place of origin of their eggs.

Nevertheless, *Hunt* goes on to describe the competitive advantage that North Carolina stripped of the Washington growers by not allowing them to market under the perceived superior grading system in Washington. This could be analogous to the competitive price advantage AB 1437 strips from the out of state egg sellers when California imposes its cage mandates on them. Of course, this would be a somewhat perverse application of *Hunt*. North Carolina’s prohibition on state apple grading denied the state apple market indicia of superior quality the Washington apples represented. This is the opposite effect of AB 1437, which purports to improve the safety of eggs. As will be discussed below in Part IV, it is questionable whether states like Missouri can claim they are protecting a legitimate competitive advantage when that advantage derives from food being cheaper because it is potentially less safe.

If a statute regulates evenhandedly and focuses on in-state sales only, the Dormant Commerce Clause analysis next “examines whether the State’s interest is legitimate and whether the burden on interstate commerce clearly exceeds the local benefits.” The alleged burden from AB 1437 on the interstate egg market is discussed next.

---

104 432 U.S. at 351.

105 Id.

106 Id. at 351-52.

107 Id.

108 See infra notes 190 through 192 and accompanying text.

B. Burden on Interstate Commerce

Non-discriminatory state laws have been examined under a balancing test established in *Pike v. Bruce Church, Inc.* 110 Under *Pike*, a state regulation is upheld unless the burden it imposes upon interstate commerce is “clearly excessive in relation to the putative local benefits.” 111

1. Are the Burdens on Commerce from AB 1437 Excessive?

First, when assessing a state law burdens on interstate commerce, it should be acknowledged that “several cases that have purported to apply the undue burden test (including *Pike* itself) arguably turned in whole or in part on the discriminatory character of the challenged state regulations.” 112 Thus, it seems that the real potential burden on interstate commerce is from discriminatory state laws, which the foregoing analysis of AB 1437 reveals is not applicable here. Further, the very process of courts weighing economic interests of interstate participants against states’ public policies has come under scrutiny and criticism. 113 For example, in *Kentucky v. Davis*, Justice Scalia has complained that *Pike*’s weighing of benefits versus burdens “is a matter not of weighing apples against apples, but of deciding whether three apples are better than six tangerines.” 114 *Kentucky v. Davis* may be limited in its applicability to many Dormant Commerce Clause cases, including the challenge to AB 1437, because of a significant factual distinction. Kentucky exempted interest on its in-state municipal bonds from its state income tax, while taxing interest on other states’ and municipalities’ bonds. As a bond issuer, the Court focused its analysis on the state as a “market participant” 115 in interstate commerce. “This ‘market-participant’ exception reflects a ‘basic distinction . . . between States as market participants and States as market regulators,’ [t]here [being] no indication of a constitutional plan

111 *Id.* at 142 (1970).
112 Gen. Motors Corp. v. Tracy, 519 U.S. 278, 298 n.12. (1997). The Court upheld Ohio’s differential tax treatment at issue in this case because the parties differently taxed were not similarly situated in the marketplace. *Id.* at 310. After concluding the law was not discriminatory, the analysis ended without any *Pike* balancing.
113 See generally David S. Day, *The "Mature" Rehnquist Court and the Dormant Commerce Clause Doctrine: The Expanded Discrimination Tier*, 52 S.D. L. REV. 1 (2007). Day concluded that it bodes ill for states to effectuate their policies when the discrimination test is expanded and the balancing test absorbed in it, because the discrimination test is stricter and harder to satisfy. *Id.* at 51.
114 Dep't of Revenue of Ky. v. Davis, 553 U.S. 328, 360 (2008). Justice Scalia has announced that he would only vote to enforce the negative Commerce Power, in deference to *stare decisis*, in two situations: (1) when a state law facially discriminates against interstate commerce, and (2) when a state law is indistinguishable from a type of law previously held unconstitutional by the U.S Supreme Court. Gen. Motors Corp. v. Tracy, 519 U.S. at 312 (Scalia concurring) (*citing* *West Lynn Creamery, Inc. v. Healy*, 512 U.S. 186, 210, 129 L. Ed. 2d 157, 114 S. Ct. 2205 (1994) (Scalia concurring) and *Itel Containers Int'l Corp. v. Huddleston*, 507 U.S. 60, 78, 122 L. Ed. 2d 421, 113 S. Ct. 1095 (1993) (Scalia concurring in part and concurring in judgment)).
115 *Id.* at 339.
to limit the ability of the States themselves to operate freely in the free market.\textsuperscript{116} In other words, the differential tax treatment is inherent in the financial market for government-issued bonds, and is “a far cry from the private protectionism that has driven the development of the dormant Commerce Clause.”\textsuperscript{117} Thus, the Court refused to remand the case for any further analysis under \textit{Pike}. Despite this clear emphasis in \textit{Kentucky v. Davis} on the state as market participant, one commentator contends that the case portends a broadening skepticism within the Supreme Court for the \textit{Pike} balancing test.\textsuperscript{118}

The Seventh Circuit also has refused to apply the \textit{Pike} balancing test to a non-discriminatory law. The court categorized three levels of state or local laws that affect interstate commerce: those that explicitly discriminate (disparate treatment);\textsuperscript{119} those that appear neutral between the states but bear more heavily on out of state parties than local commerce (disparate impact);\textsuperscript{120} and laws that affect interstate commerce but “do not give local firms any competitive advantage over those located elsewhere.”\textsuperscript{121} For the third category, “the normal rational-basis standard is the governing rule. ... Unless the law discriminates against interstate commerce expressly or in practical effect, there is no reason to require special justification.”\textsuperscript{122} In other words, “\textit{Pike} is not universally applicable.”\textsuperscript{123}

\textit{National Paint} is especially germane to the question whether \textit{Pike} requires balancing to analyze AB 1437. An Illinois district court\textsuperscript{124} applied \textit{National Paint} to uphold a Chicago \textit{foie gras} rule\textsuperscript{125} identical to California’s that was upheld in \textit{Canards}.\textsuperscript{126} As was noted above, these restrictions on the sale of \textit{foie gras} unless it has been produced consistent with the local mandate are directly analogous to the AB 1437 restriction on sale of eggs that do not meet California’s cage mandate. In upholding the Chicago law in the face of a Dormant Commerce Clause challenge, the Illinois district court found that the law was non-discriminatory in purpose and effect.\textsuperscript{127} As such, applying \textit{National Paint}, the court dismissed the challenge without further analysis under \textit{Pike}’s balancing test.\textsuperscript{128}

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{116} \textit{Id.} (quoting Reeves, Inc. v. Stake 447 U.S. 429, 436 (1980)).
\textsuperscript{117} \textit{Id.} at 353.
\textsuperscript{119} For a discussion of AB 1437 as disparate treatment, see \textit{supra} notes 73 through 98 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{120} For a discussion of the disparate effects of AB 1437, see \textit{supra} notes 100 through 109 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{121} National Paint & Coatings Assn v. City of Chicago, 45 F.3d 1124 (1995).
\textsuperscript{122} \textit{Id.} at 1131-32.
\textsuperscript{123} \textit{Id.} at 1131. The Seventh Circuit characterized the Arizona in-state cantaloupe packing mandate in \textit{Pike} to be one of disparate impact. \textit{Id.} at 1131.
\textsuperscript{124} Illinois Restaurant Assoc. v. Chicago, 492 F. Supp. 2d 891(N.D. Ill. 2007).
\textsuperscript{126} See \textit{supra} notes 86 through 98 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{127} 492 F. Supp. 2d at 898.
\textsuperscript{128} \textit{Id.} at 901-02.
\end{flushright}
Notwithstanding the questionable continuing viability of the *Pike* balancing approach to Dormant Commerce Clause cases, AB 1437 should withstand a balancing analysis. There is no question that AB 1437 imposes additional costs on egg producers to comply if they want to sell eggs in California. Either chickens have to be removed from existing facilities to reach the larger mandated cage space per bird, thus lowering egg production and sales, or facilities have to be expanded to accommodate more cages. Expansion poses additional costs for location space (if available) and crate building. California voters were warned that passage of Prop 2 would raise the cost of eggs by .01 each.\(^{129}\) In the first month after going into effect, that increase was actually 16 cents per egg.\(^{130}\) This suggests that the egg producers are passing along their compliance costs to California consumers who are absorbing it in the prices they pay.\(^{131}\) In that case, arguably, AB 1437 represents no compliance costs on interstate producers, only on California consumers who are absorbing its costs in price increases.\(^{132}\) In fact, a recent National Egg Review from the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) suggests a stable national egg market, with nothing aberrant about the California market either:

New York prices are 4 cents higher on larger sizes and Medium. Regional prices are 5 to 11 cents higher on Extra Large, up 2.5 to 11 cents on Large, 3 to 11 cents higher on Medium. California prices are 5 cents higher on Jumbo, Medium and Small, unchanged on the balance. The undertone is steady to higher in California, firm to sharply higher regionally. Offerings are generally light to moderate. Retail and food service demand is light to moderate, however fairly good to good in California as operators refill following the holiday weekend. Supplies are usually light to moderate in the Northeast and Southeast, light to moderate in Midwest, moderate in the South Central and California. Market activity is moderate to active in California, generally moderate elsewhere. Breaking stock supplies are light to about adequate to cover full-time to reduced breaking schedules. Light type fowl offerings are light to sufficient; demand is light to moderate.\(^{133}\)

\(^{129}\) See supra note 29 and accompanying text.


\(^{131}\) The *Wall Street Journal* also explained that per capita consumption of eggs is the highest since 1983 as consumers look for alternative sources of protein in the face of soaring meat prices. *Id.* Accordingly, the consumer price burden in California for eggs cannot be attributed exclusively to decreased supply from fewer laying hens in the wake of AB 1437.

\(^{132}\) Potentially, egg prices could go up across the United States in response to nation-wide compliance with California’s mandate. In *Canards*, supra notes 86 through 98 and accompanying text, the 9th Circuit addressed national impact of the California *foie gras* law as an indication that the law was directly regulating interstate commerce. If federal regulation or a need for national uniformity in production were required, then a state law, effectively, could establish itself as the exclusive national standard and ban all other production under any other method. This could be unconstitutional according to the court, but no such facts were alleged in the case. 729 F. 3rd at 950. Whether federal law requires uniform egg production is discussed in Part IV regarding preemption.

As was discussed above, the *Harris* court found the states’ price impact claims too speculative to support standing. The fact that no egg producer participated in the challenge to AB 1437 in *Harris* casts a large shadow on the claim of undue industry burdens.

Finally, the analysis of burdens on interstate commerce seemingly would be incomplete without some discussion of California’s role in the national economy. Is it an undue burden on interstate commerce just because California is big and can make its economic muscle felt through its public policies? The challenging states argued that their egg producers could not afford to forego the California market without undue hardship to those producers and, by extension, to their state consumers and economies. Does that mean a state with a small population could pass and enforce its own version of AB 1437 without any constitutional complaint because the small state’s laws would have little economic impact? If so, does that not deny a large state like California, with a big consuming population, its basic sovereignty to enforce its public policies the same as a state with a smaller population? It is well understood that California exercises considerable heft in moving public policy debates. That natural impact should not be elevated to the level of an unconstitutional burden on interstate commerce.

[Differences in state law are generally considered one of the U.S. government's strengths because they provide for greater political accountability, public participation, and experimentation.

---

134 See supra notes 42 through 45 and accompanying text.

135 *Id.*

136 According to one commentator, “Article V of the Articles of Confederation embraced sovereign equality among the states in their votes in the central government Congress by mandating that ‘each State shall have one vote … in determining questions in the United States in Congress assembled.’ Here, no matter the geographic size, population or economic wealth of each state, the principle of one state, one vote, was adopted in recognition that otherwise state sovereignty equality would be disturbed.” James E. Hickey, Jr., *Localism, History and The Articles of Confederation: Some Observations about the beginning of U.S. Federalism*, 9 IUS GENTIUM 5, 18 (2003). This principle carried over into the U.S. Constitution in equal voting for the states in the U.S. Senate. Proportionate voting in the U.S. House provides power based on population density. U.S. CONST., Art. I, §§ 2-3. Any Commerce Power analysis that gave large states less power to enforce their interests would turn this traditional balance upside down.

Therefore, the geographical size, population, diversity, and regionalism of the United States reinforce state sovereignty… 138

The Pike balancing test presumes validity of a state law unless its burdens are clearly excessive relative to local benefits underlying the challenged law. As Justice Scalia’s “apples versus tangerine”139 quip reflects, this balancing test often requires measuring economic burdens -- such as direct costs of producing eggs with fewer chickens in larger crates -- against benefits that are more difficult to quantify, such as humane animal treatment and food safety. This discussion of the alleged burdens on interstate commerce concludes with a discussion of the legitimate interests California can prove to support AB 1437.

2. California’s Interests Underlying AB 1437

California can articulate at least two legitimate interests that underlie AB 1437: animal welfare and food safety. Both these interests were espoused as justifications for Prop 2, although the animal welfare concern was prominent in the Prop 2 election campaign.140 These interests were resoundingly voiced when a large majority of California voters passed Prop 2.

Arguably, AB 1437 simply reinforces the clear public policy established by Prop 2. If eggs could be produced out of state without regard to Prop 2’s expectations, then distributed in the state, California consumers would continue to be exposed to the food safety concerns presented by eggs produced in close confines. Further, the Prop 2 vote established California as a market where consumers expect that their food will be produced under certain humane conditions for the livestock. Without AB 1437, the will of the Prop 2 voters regarding animal welfare and food safety could not be ensured in the California egg market.

Further, without legislation like AB 1437, Prop 2 could be rendered a complete nullity, potentially, if California egg producers moved all operations out of state to avoid its mandates. Then few or none of the eggs sold in California would be safe from the health concerns of close confines for laying hens. Both the animal welfare and food safety expectations of the voters would be thwarted. In California, a successful voter initiative can only be nullified by another voter initiative.141 In passing AB 1437, the California Assembly merely protected its citizens’ interest in seeing that Prop 2’s stated objectives became reality.142

---

139 See supra note 114 and accompanying text.
140 See Part IA.
141 CAL. CONST., ART. II, §10(c). This portion of the California Constitution does allow legislative amendment or repeal of a voter initiative without voter approval if the initiative statute provides for it. Currently, the statute makes no such provision for legislative repeal without voter approval.
142 It is not surprising that a state like Missouri might fail to appreciate the goal of the California Assembly to enforce the will of its voters. Missouri has no requirement that a voter proposition be protected from subsequent legislative usurpation. Thus, when Missouri voters voted to outlaw inhumane dog breeding operations (“puppy mills,”) the Missouri legislature repealed most of the voter initiative protections in subsequent legislation. Kenn Bell, Missouri State Senate Overturns Puppy Mill Law Favored By Voters, DOGFILES (Mar. 10, 2011), http://www.thedogfiles.com/2011/03/10/m missed out on the mention of a compromise law with legislators and animal welfare groups. Chris Blank, All Things Animal in Southern California and Beyond, LA TIMES (Apr. 28, 2011), http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/unleashed/2011/04/missouri-governor-signs-compromise-on-voter-approved-prop-
Opponents attack AB 1437 on the merits of the food safety concerns about eggs produced in close confines that underlie it and Prop 2. 143 “When, however, the state claims that its regulation is an exercise of its police power, the state still has the burden of showing the significant health and safety benefits of the regulation, in order to tip the scale in favor of the regulation.” 144 The Dormant Commerce Power “is not to be avoided by ‘simply invoking the convenient apologetics of the police power.’” 145 Prop 2 opponents disputed the food safety concern about the potential for increased salmonella in the digestive system of hens in stressful laying conditions, like industry-standard battery cages. 146 Prop 2 opponents also contended that chickens that are allowed to roam outside may be exposed to avian (bird) flu, which can be transmitted to humans, thus presenting a different food safety concern of hens not in battery cages. 147

The amici that opposed the states’ challenge in Harris devoted their entire brief to the science behind the claim that close confines for laying eggs increase salmonella risk. 148 It references the U.S. Centers for Disease Control, 149 the U.S. Food & Drug Administration (FDA) 150 and numerous researchers. 151 It also cites the European Food Safety Authority, which has banned battery cages for hens. 152 The FDA premises its egg safety regulations on the number

b-puppy-mill-cruelty-prevention-act.html. Nevertheless, a 2014 report showed that over 22 of the Humane Society’s list of 101 worst dog breeding operations were in Missouri, the most in the United States. Neighboring states, Kansas and Nebraska, followed with thirteen and twelve, respectively. Chris Oberholtz, Missouri, Kansas Top National List of Worst Puppy Mills, KCTV5 NEWS (June 5, 2014), http://www.kctv5.com/story/25440415/missouri-kansas-top-national-list-of-worst-puppy-mills. The report also notes that scrutiny as a result of new laws had resulted in fifteen of the worst operations from the preceding list closing. It was not clear if all those were located in Missouri.

143 First Amended Complaint 13-16.
146 “Nearly all California farmers follow the California Department of Food and Agriculture’s California Egg Quality Assurance Program, assuring the highest standards for FOOD SAFETY and PUBLIC HEALTH. This program has resulted in the virtual elimination of food-borne illness, like Salmonella, in California eggs. In fact, according to the California Department of Food and Agriculture, no case of Salmonella has been traced to California egg production in nearly a decade.” Supra note 21.

See also First Amended Complaint 13-14.

147 See supra note 21.
149 Id. at 3, 5, 6.
150 Id. at 4, 8.
151 Id. at 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12.
152 Id. at 6, 9.
of hens at a farm. This support reflects that legislators’ objectives in passing AB 1437 go well beyond mere lip service to the state’s police power regarding food safety. Although alternative arguments can always be espoused when science is new and emerging, as food safety understanding is, the concern for salmonella exposure from hens laying in close confines has enough legitimate support to justify a state legislative response.

An additional, legitimate food safety issue posed by concentrated animal confines is the groundwater runoff concern. As was noted above, concentrated animal facilities produce large amounts of feces that carry pathogens like salmonella and e-coli. These pathogens move from the feces to other food sources through water, such as ground water runoff, but also when contaminated water gets on equipment, tools, and workers shoes and hands. This food safety concern goes beyond the potential that eggs may be contaminated. This concern, that is well-documented and understood in the produce industry, literally runs to California’s abundant produce fields that can get polluted with contaminated water. Thus, while the Prop 2 campaign did not emphasize the issue of water pollution from concentrated animal facilities, it was a stated interest and is still a valid food safety concern.

Nevertheless, as a justification for AB 1437, the runoff concern is weak. While concentrated egg production facilities in California create runoff concerns for California produce fields, the same facilities in Iowa or Missouri do not threaten California produce fields. Accordingly, the only way that out-of-state concentrated egg production facilities threaten food safety from fecal contamination is that the eggshells would carry the fecal pathogens. Since consumers don’t eat eggshells, pathogens on shells can only contaminate food through cracks in the shells. “This used to be a common problem. However, stringent procedures for cleaning and inspecting eggs were implemented in the 1970s and have made illness from Salmonella caused by chicken feces on the outside of egg shells extremely rare.” Thus, the runoff water contamination concern from out-of-state concentrated poultry operations becomes a much more remote food safety concern to support AB 1437 mandates on egg producers who want to sell within California.

153 21 C.F.R. § 118.1 (2015). See Part IV for a discussion of these FDA regulations in conjunction with the challengers’ federal preemption argument against AB 1437.


155 See supra notes 5 through 7 and accompanying text.

156 Id.

157 Salmonella Serotype Enteriditis, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (Nov. 23, 2010), http://www.cdc.gov/nczved/divisions/difbmd/diseases/salmonella_enteritidis/.

158 Id. This food safety concern has been addressed in federal regulations for washing eggshells and protecting against cross contamination when the eggs are produced in farms with more than 3000 laying hens. 21 C.F.R. § 118 (2015).
Even if the food safety interests underlying Prop 2 and AB 1437 were considered shaky by a court hearing a Dormant Commerce Power challenge, the animal welfare interest behind the laws should remain paramount. As noted above, Prop 2 advocates touted the animal welfare concern\(^{159}\) and California voters overwhelmingly decided on this standard for animal treatment. Prop 2 opponents’ only defense was that treatment and housing are separate issues.\(^{160}\) Admittedly, inhumane treatment can occur in any housing environment. But, as noted above, that comeback ignores the concern that voters considered the cramped housing itself to be inhumane treatment.

Other states have reached a similar conclusion for other animal food sources.\(^{161}\) Likewise, Europe banned the battery cages for chickens in 2012, after a 12-year phase out.\(^{162}\) Accordingly, the policy is defensible on humane treatment grounds, even if it is not the U.S. industry norm. As Justice Brandeis once opined, the states are the laboratories where new social and legal norms are tested.\(^{163}\) According to the Ninth Circuit, "[i]f successful, those experiments may often be adopted by other states without Balkanizing the national market or by the federal government without infringing on state power."\(^{164}\) AB 1437 imposes one such new norm on any egg producer who wants access to the California market and its consumers and voters. California has a right to enforce its state policy on sales within its borders, of a product to be consumed within its borders. Presumably, this is a right the U.S. system of federalism protects, a right that is not usurped by the Dormant Commerce Clause.\(^{165}\)

As was noted above regarding discriminatory treatment and effects, the states challenging AB 1437 contend that it was motivated only by an illegitimate interest to protect California egg producers from the price competition they would face if out-of-state producers could continue to access the state market without meeting the stricter demands of Prop 2. This contention is supported by references in AB 1437’s legislative history that the law was necessary to “level the

\(^{159}\) See supra notes 8 through 15 and accompanying text.

\(^{160}\) See supra note 23 and accompanying text.

\(^{161}\) See supra note 28 and accompanying text.


\(^{163}\) New State Ice Co. v. Liebmann, 285 U.S. 262, 311 (1932) (Brandeis, J., dissenting).

\(^{164}\) Rocky Mountain Farmers' Union v. Corey, 730 F.3d 1070, 1087 (9th Cir. 2013), cert. denied 134 S. Ct. 2884 (2014). In this case the appellate court concluded that California’s Low Carbon Fuel regulations of ethanol did not discriminate against interstate commerce because they were based on carbon density, regardless of origin, even though that carbon density differed depending on place of origin. Id. at 1089-90. It remanded the case for the district court to evaluate the regulations’ burdens on commerce under the Pike test, in light of California’s legitimate interests in lowering greenhouse gas emissions. Id. at 1105. Thereafter, Plaintiffs amended their complaint and dropped the “Pike balancing” claim (as well as a preemption claim not discussed here). Rocky Mt. Farmers Union v. Goldstene, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 171812, *33 (E.D. Cal. Dec. 10, 2014).

\(^{165}\) Moffa and Safdi, supra note 137. The authors discuss goods movement from the environmental concern of freight transport, air pollution and emissions control. Id. at 55-87. But they also discuss the states’ rights to promote local food production, id. at 395-97, and specifically California’s right to enforce the egg laws. Id. at n. 281.
playing field” for in state egg producers. In the face of seemingly legitimate interests in food safety and animal welfare discussed above, the question for a court should be whether an interest in a level playing field is purely illegitimate and discriminatory, to override the defensible legitimate interests.

Arguably, the “level playing field” comments reflect more than protectionism for California egg producers against price competition from out of state. The California Assembly also has a valid interest in protecting its agriculture economy. Without AB 1437, California egg producers could circumvent Prop 2’s demands by moving production facilities out of state, only to ship the eggs back into the state for sale. Not only would this circumvent the food safety and animal welfare interests of the state, but also could result in increased prices for California egg consumers, not from Prop 2 compliance, which voters willingly and knowingly accepted. Instead, prices would rise simply from the increased cost of moving production out of state, only to have eggs that do not meet the voter’s expectations sold back into the state.

Further, this potential flight of California egg production facilities to neighboring states could disrupt the economies of those California locales where such facilities are located. According to California’s Department of Food and Agriculture,

> without a level playing field with out of state producers, companies in California will no longer be able to operate in this state and will either go out of business or be forced to relocate to another state. This will result in significant loss of jobs and reduction of tax revenue in California.

Thus, the “level playing field” AB 1437 provides does not merely protect California egg producers from outside price competition. It also protects larger economic interests of the state to maintain this important sector, while enforcing the will of the voters. “Given the substantial national political and economic power of corporations that operate in this interstate space, regulations that support healthy local economies seem like a valid counterbalance.”

Of course, the Commerce Power is an express grant of power to federal legislators to protect interstate commerce through federal legislation. Arguably, the best protection against undue state burdens comes when Congress imposes its federal mandates for food safety. Those federal mandates for eggs and their preemptive impact, if any, on California’s AB 1437 are discussed next.

### IV. Preemption

The plaintiffs in *Harris* argue that the federal Egg Products Inspection Act (EPIA) preempts AB 1437. For eggs moving in interstate commerce, this federal law expressly

---

166 *See supra* notes 28 through 31 and accompanying text.

167 CDFA Enrolled Bill Report for AB 1437 at 5.


preempts state or local laws that “require the use of standards of quality, condition, weight, quantity, or grade which are in addition to or different from the official Federal standards.”

Plaintiffs assert that AB 1437 regulates the quality and condition of eggs in conflict with the federal standards.

Plaintiffs acknowledge this preemption claim is in the alternative to their Dormant Commerce Clause allegations. If not, they would be trying to have it both ways on the food safety interest underlying AB 1437. On the one hand, they contend that the food safety justifications for AB1437 are a pretext to mask economic protectionism for California egg producers. They argue that the food safety benefits of eliminating concentrated confinement cannot be proved. On the other hand, they contend that federal law exclusively governs egg safety and wholesomeness. Accordingly, because AB 1437 regulates egg safety, federal food safety law preempts it, so the argument goes.

Obviously, either AB1437 is a food safety law, and it potentially falls within the scope of federal safety law to be preempted by it. Or, AB 1437’s food safety justification is a pretext, and it does not represent any conflicting food safety standard to be preempted by federal law. Unlike their position that AB 1437 will result in both price increases and price declines, the states preemption argument “In the Alternative” recognizes that they are arguing both sides of the safety issue. The district court did not address the preemption argument when it dismissed the case for lack of standing, but this analysis will critique its merits.

The EPIA governs both shell eggs and egg products. The stated purpose of the law regarding shell eggs is to provide “restrictions upon the disposition of certain qualities of eggs, and uniformity of standards for eggs, and otherwise regulate the processing and distribution of eggs to prevent the movement or sale for human food, of eggs … which are adulterated or misbranded or otherwise in violation of this chapter.”

Much of the EPIA focuses on inspection of plants where egg products are processed. None of these provisions apply to shell egg production facilities that are the subject Prop 2 and AB 1437’s hen housing mandates. The federal Act also prohibits buying, selling, offering to sell

---

170 First Amended Complaint 24.
172 First Amended Complaint 24. The plaintiffs assert both express and implied preemption by the federal statute without explaining the different alleged bases for each.
173 First Amended Complaint at 13-15.
174 Id.
175 Id. at 17-19.
176 See supra notes 42 through 45 and accompanying text.
“restricted” eggs and defines restricted eggs to include those that are dirty, inedible, leaking, smashed or broken. Further, the Act defines an egg as “adulterated” “if it has been prepared, packaged, or held under unsanitary conditions “whereby it may have become contaminated with filth, or whereby it may have been rendered injurious to health.” Thereafter, all prohibitions on adulterated eggs are in the context of their use in egg products at processing plants, not in their sale as shell eggs.

It is difficult to find any standards for shell eggs in this federal law that touch on the same subject as AB 1437. AB 1437 imposes no specific quality or safety standards or mandates for eggs, as the federal law does and as California law previously had done before passage of the federal act. AB 1437’s mandates are only about hens and their housing requirements.

Nevertheless, a review of the federal regulations implementing EPIA reveals that the FDA effectuates egg safety, in part, by mandating standards for hens’ housing. For example, one regulation to address salmonella prevention on farms requires protecting against cross contamination when equipment and people move among poultry houses, preventing stray poultry, wild birds, cats, and other animals from entering poultry houses and monitoring for flies and rodents. Another rule calls for cleaning and disinfection when new hens are introduced to a laying house or when an egg from the flock tests positive for salmonella. Clearly, the FDA believes its authority under EIPA for egg safety extends to hens’ housing, the very subject of AB 1437. This would appear to support the preemption argument that the scope of the federal law encompasses AB 1437’s mandates. As such the EIPA’s express preemption provision would prevent California from imposing cage mandates for egg safety that the federal law does not.

Unfortunately for the states in Harris, a greater scrutiny of the FDA regulations implementing EIPA completely undermines their preemption defense. First, the foregoing FDA salmonella prevention regulations for poultry housing impose only the MINIMUM obligations on farms, suggesting state regulating bodies could go further in imposing consistent salmonella protections. More importantly, the entire FDA rule expressly preempts only those state salmonella prevention requirements that are “less stringent” than the FDA’s.
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183 See e.g., 21 U.S.C. § 1034(a) & (c), 1036 (a) and 1037(a)(4) (2015).
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Accordingly, even if the scope of EIPA and AB 1437 were considered the same, because they both seek to effectuate egg safety, the FDA has construed EIPA’s preemption as a floor, not a ceiling, on what states may do in that safety aim. The FDA preemption language seemingly torpedoes the states’ preemption claim.

Any court analyzing the states’ preemption argument should give strong judicial deference to the regulating agency’s statutory interpretation, if the express language of the statute is ambiguous. 189 Thus, the question remains whether the express preemption in EIPA is unambiguous or is it open to the FDA’s interpretation that the law establishes a floor from which the states may regulate?

Other language in the EIPA beyond the preemption provision supports the agency’s prerogative to allow the states latitude in spite of the statute’s express preemption. Congress found that

Unwholesome, otherwise adulterated, or improperly labeled or packaged products can be sold at lower prices and compete unfairly with the wholesome, not adulterated, and properly labeled and packaged products, to the detriment of consumers and the public generally. It is hereby found that all egg products and the qualities of eggs which are regulated under this chapter are either in interstate or foreign commerce, or substantially affect such commerce, and that that regulation by the Secretary of Agriculture and the Secretary of Health and Human Services, and cooperation by the States and other jurisdictions, as contemplated by this chapter, are appropriate to prevent and eliminate burdens upon such commerce, to effectively regulate such commerce, and to protect the health and welfare of consumers.190

Clearly, Congress empowered the FDA (under the Secretary of Health and Human Services) 191 to work with the states to effectuate the health and safety goals of the law, in the face of the substantial effects on interstate commerce caused by unwholesome eggs. As such, it seems that the preemption provision in EIPA is part of a cooperative dynamic between federal regulators
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189 Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, 467 U.S. 837 (1984). When evaluating whether an agency’s interpretation of a statute is valid, a court must first ask if the language of the statute is clear. If so, the agency must follow the clear and unambiguous commands of the legislature. If a court determines that the statutory language is silent or ambiguous, however, then the court determines whether the agency’s interpretation “is based on a permissible construction of the statute.” A reviewing court should not impose its own construction of a statute in place of a reasonable interpretation provided by the agency but grant the agency’s interpretation deference. Id. at 842-43.


and the states to protect food safety, as opposed to a set of exclusive federal mandates imposed on the states from Washington, D.C.\textsuperscript{192}

Further, in this cooperative regulatory environment, Congress expressly acknowledged that the sale of unwholesome eggs is the real culprit in burdening interstate commerce, especially when producers that shirk on food safety sell at cheaper prices. Accordingly, if California’s cage mandate can lower the salmonella risk, then AB 1437’s allegedly improper goal of protecting California egg producers from lower-priced, out-of-state eggs (by “leveling the playing field”\textsuperscript{193}) would actually seem to support the interstate commerce goals of the EIPA, not contravene them. Thus, EIPA’s express preemption provision is amenable to the FDA’s decision to establish a floor from which the states could set further, consistent safety measures regarding salmonella prevention.

Finally, the FDA regulations discussed above also bolster California’s food safety interest underlying AB 1437. Based on an express exemption in the EIPA,\textsuperscript{194} the FDA limited its egg safety requirements to facilities that house greater than 3000 hens.\textsuperscript{195} This federal focus on larger production environments supports California’s overarching defense to Prop 2 and AB 1437: the greater number of hens in a facility presents increased food safety concerns.

V. Conclusion & Recommendations

One approach to food safety that would sidestep future Commerce Power complaints would be stricter federal laws dictating animal welfare and food safety mandates. For example, the Humane Society of the United States, the main backer of Prop 2, is working with egg producers throughout the United States to pass federal legislation that would extend requirements like Prop 2 to the entire U.S. egg industry.\textsuperscript{196} At the same time, however, federal lawmakers need to reject all attempts at express federal preemption of state efforts like California’s Prop 2. One such example, the Protection of Interstate Commerce Act (PICA), a proposed amendment to the 2014 omnibus farm bill, would have preempted all state agriculture laws that require tougher safety or animal treatment standards than ones set by federal law.\textsuperscript{197} PICA’s sponsor, Steve King, represents Iowa, the largest egg producing state in the U.S.\textsuperscript{198} PICA was a direct response to California's Prop. 2 and

\textsuperscript{192} Moffa and Safdi, supra note 137, characterize this is “cooperative federalism” in the environmental protection arena, where environmental law “supports a strong role for the states and localities alongside the federal government as innovators and guardians of public health and the environment.” Id. at 401.

\textsuperscript{193} See supra notes 28 through 31 and accompanying text.


\textsuperscript{195} 21 C.F.R. § 118.1(a) (2015).


\textsuperscript{197} H.R. 2642, 113th Cong. (2d Sess. 2013), available at https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/113/hr2642/text.

reflected an unprecedented attempt to extend federal power into the states’ traditional health and safety realms. The National Conference of State Legislatures claimed PICA would have violated the Tenth Amendment because it would hinder states’ abilities to protect against livestock disease and invasive pests and to ensure food safety. PICA did not survive in the final farm bill. Congress should eschew such legislative attempts in the future.

Individual states can exercise leadership in pushing standards ahead of general industry practice, in ways that federal lawmakers cannot because of the many more numerous competing political interests that federal lawmakers must reconcile. As was noted above, California has a history of being one such leader. Accordingly, any federal standards for animal welfare and food safety should establish floors, not ceilings, like the FDA has under the EIPA. This would be consistent with other federal consumer protection laws that permit stricter state standards.

Further, strict state standards like Prop 2 always should be accompanied by restrictions in the local market like AB 1437. When the underlying standards are based on legitimate public interest in animal welfare and food safety, requirements that all producers must comply in order to access the state market are necessary to protect the espoused in-state interest. According to the analysis by the Ninth Circuit in upholding just such a statutory scheme for foie gras sold in California, enactments akin to AB 1437 should withstand constitutional scrutiny because they are non-discriminatory and are necessary to facilitate the public interest underlying the strict in-state standards. Enactments like California’s foie gras laws and AB 1437 remove the incentive for in-state producers to relocate to neighboring states with less-stringent production requirements in order to access the state market from outside, without the in-state constraints. Such enactments also protect against unwholesome food moving into the state at cheaper prices.


See supra note 137 accompanying text.

See supra notes 187 through 192 and accompanying text.

See e.g., Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. No. 111-203, § 929-Z, 124 Stat. 1376, 1871 (2010). The preemption provisions are found at 12 U.S.C § 5551(a) & (b) (2015). An additional example of federal and state cooperation in this law requires federal regulators to initiate a rulemaking docket when a majority of the states requests a new rule or rule modification. 12 U.S.C. § 5551(c).

See supra notes 89 through 98 and accompanying text.
a concern Congress acknowledged in the EIPA. Numerous sources show that consumers are willing to pay more for food safety.\footnote{See Nathan Gray, \textit{Consumers Will Pay More for Local Foods: Study}, FOODNAVIGATOR.COM (Feb. 27, 2013), \url{http://www.foodnavigator.com/Science/Consumers-will-pay-more-for-local-foods-Study} (describing a University of Arkansas study that found local food, for which consumers were willing to pay, was associated with freshness and food safety). \textit{See also} Emily Caldwell, \textit{Study: Consumers Value Safer Food More than Current Analyses Suggest}, RESEARCH NEWS, THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY (Feb. 8, 2011), \url{http://researchnews.osu.edu/archive/saferfood.htm} (explaining a research methodology that focused on the value of food safety to consumers, rather than earlier USDA cost/benefit analyses that focused on total eradication of food pathogens).}

As was noted above, states with large populations should not be constrained from enforcing their public interests against out-of-state producers simply because their economic clout is significant. Any such interpretation of the Commerce Power effectively denies those large states their sovereign right to exercise their local police powers. In light of that market power, both commercial and consumer food buyers in such states need to maintain pressure on the industry for higher food safety quality and humane standards, in particular by eliminating concentrated animal confinement.